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Topics

 What is “Due Process” 
 Due Process for public employees
 Discipline and discharge
 Why it matters: Remedies for public employees



Two Take-Aways from this 
Presentation

1. Government employees have a 
constitutional property interest in their 
jobs.  The government cannot take one’s 
property without due process.

2. Plaintiffs’ employment lawyers will use 
anything and everything to make their 
cases.  Trust me.  I did it for years!



Due Process – 14th

Amendment
 “No State shall…deprive any person of life, liberty, 

or property without due process of law.”
 The “State” as an employer
 A “person” as a government employee



Where does the property 
right come from?

 The U.S. Constitution does not say that 
government employees have a property interest 
in their jobs.
 “Property interests are not created by the 

Constitution, they are created and their dimensions 
are defined by existing rules or understandings that 
stem from an independent source such as state 
law.” – Cleveland Bd. of Ed. v. Loudermill (U.S. 1985)



Minnesota Law

 “No permanent employee in the classified service 
shall be reprimanded, discharged, suspended 
without pay, or demoted, except for just cause.”
 Minn. Stat. Sec. 43A.33

 Applies to state employees

 County and municipal employees have similar 
protections, based on statutes, ordinances, civil 
service systems



The federal constitution 
ensures due process

 The 14th Amendment says that if someone has a 
property interest in…something, the government 
cannot take it away without “due process.”

 “While the legislature may elect not to confer a 
property interest in [public] employment, it may 
not constitutionally authorize the deprivation of 
such an interest, once conferred, without 
appropriate procedural safeguards.” – Arnett v. 
Kennedy (U.S. 1974).



In short…

 If state law says you have a right, then the U.S. 
Constitution requires some meaningful process be 
imposed before the right can be taken away.

 Minnesota law says public employees cannot be 
disciplined or fired absent “just cause.”

 The U.S. Constitution says there must be a process 
to determine if “just cause” exists.



What process is “due”?

 “An essential principle of due process is that a 
deprivation of life, liberty, or property be 
preceded by notice and opportunity for hearing 
appropriate to the nature of the case.”

 The “root requirement” for due process is an 
“opportunity for a hearing before he is deprived 
of any significant property interest.”

 This principle requires “some kind of a hearing” 
prior to the discharge of an employee who has a 
constitutionally protected property interest in his 
employment.
 Loudermill (1985)



Who is protected?

 State law protects “permanent employees”
 Same with most counties and cities
 Classifications of employment:

 Permanent

 Probationary

 Temporary

 Unclassified  (elected officials, department heads, 
“policy makers”)

*** Veterans enjoy special rights



Why are the distinctions 
important?

 Only permanent/classified employees are 
protected

 Terminating a protected employee can be time-
consuming and difficult
 Building a case against an employee

 Progressive discipline

 Grievances

 Terminating an “unclassified” employee is much 
easier – “at will”



Probationary Employee

 Probation is an extension of the hiring process.
 It is the time to pay close attention to the 

employee’s job performance and work habits.
 Use the probationary phase to your advantage!

 It’s easier to get rid of problem employees during 
probation before their constitutional rights vest!



Temporary Employees

 Employment for a fixed period of a short duration
 Usually retained pursuant to a contract setting 

forth a term (e.g. six months)
 Temporary employees can be around for longer 

terms, but usually the “contract” needs to be 
renewed at the end of the term

 No constitutionally protected property interest in 
their jobs



A word of caution

 Don’t treat probationary and temporary 
employees like permanent employees
 Don’t “discipline” in the traditional sense

 They don’t have grievance rights

 They can be fired “at will”

 If you treat them as though they have rights, a 
court may find that they do, in fact, have rights!

 Make sure your temp agreements are up-to-date 
and renewed every six months.
 Why?  So they don’t become regular/classified 

employees by default.



Probationary Status Report

 Don’t “discipline” probationary employees.
 Use when there are performance problems that become 

apparent at a time other than at the time of the three-
month review.

 Don’t wait until the final month of the probationary period 
to give the employee written notice of problems.

 Use the magic language...



Warning:
“IF YOUR JOB PERFORMANCE DOES NOT IMPROVE 
TO A SATISFACTORY LEVEL, YOU WILL NOT 
SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETE PROBATION AND WILL BE 
DISCHARGED FROM EMPLOYMENT.”



Extensions of Probation

 A probationary period can be extended for up to 
six additional months.

 Extensions of probation are generally a bad idea.
 If you extend probation, you must explain your 

reasons in a written document.



Dismissal of Probationary 
Employee

 A probationary employee can be dismissed with 
a very simple document.

 A probationary employee is not entitled to a pre-
termination hearing.

 If the employee is a union member, the business 
agent should be copied on the dismissal notice.

 Probationary employees don’t have due process 
rights, but they have other legal rights.



Temp Employees

 Don’t “discipline” them.
 Why?  Disciplinary process implies that they have 

constitutional right to their job – they don’t.

 Dismiss them if they exhibit problem behavior or 
have performance problems.



Dismissing a 
Temp Employee

 Consult with H.R. or County Attorney’s Office first.
 Use standard language: 

 “Because of departmental needs, your temporary 
assignment has come to an end.” 

 Do not explain reasons in discharge notice.



Explaining Reasons for 
Termination to Temp Employee

 An employee who has been involuntarily 
terminated may ask for reasons.

 Supply reasons only if former employee requests 
the reasons in writing.

 Written request must be made within 15 working 
days following termination.

 Work with County Attorney’s Office on answering 
such a request.

 See Minn. Stat. 181.933, subd. 1.





Levels of Progressive 
Discipline

-- Verbal Reprimand
-- Written Reprimand
-- Suspension
-- Demotion
-- Termination



Progressive discipline is 
advisory.

NOT Mandatory.

But discipline must be 
proportional.



Discipline: General 
Principles

 Discipline is meant to be remedial.
 Know the facts.  Does it need further 

investigation?
 Give the employee an opportunity to respond.
 Impose discipline fairly and consistently.



Formal Discipline is Not Always 
Necessary.

 Sometimes coaching and informal discussions are 
all that is necessary.

 Consider formal discipline when the problem 
behavior repeats, despite informal coaching.

 Do formal discipline for chronic or serious 
infractions.



Is discipline appropriate?

 Is the evidence sufficient?
 How serious is it?
 What is the employee’s attitude?

 i.e. Will the goal of remediation be achieved 
without discipline? 

 Is it a repeating behavior that you’ve already 
discussed with the employee?

 If discipline is not appropriate, document the 
situation for your file.

 Follow up with a memo to the employee, if 
appropriate.



Document! Document! 
Document!

 Your case is only as solid as your documentation.
 Document facts:

 Dates

 Times

 Places

 Who, what & where



A digression on 
Performance Reviews

 Make note of all deficiencies and problems.
 Do not give an employee a satisfactory rating if 

his performance has not been satisfactory.
 When including facts, make sure they are 

accurate.
 Inaccuracies can be challenged in contested 

administrative hearings.

 Plaintiffs’ lawyers love performance reviews by 
lazy supervisors!!!



How to Document

 Don’t express your opinions, such as recommendations for 
discipline level.

 Keep a running chrono where appropriate.
 Your chronos and all notes you keep on an employee are 

“private data,” but can be accessed by the subject of the 
data upon request (i.e., the employee).



Always give the employee a 
chance to respond.

 This is a necessary step in all disciplinary matters.  
Why?
 It satisfies due process requirements.

 It gives you a more complete picture.

 It pins the employee into one explanation/story. 

 Can be used for impeachment, if the employee’s 
story later changes.



Be fair.

THE LEVEL OF DISCIPLINE SHOULD BE PROPORTIONAL TO THE 
UNDERLYING CONDUCT.
IT SHOULD BE CONSISTENT.



Verbal Reprimand

 Gather documentation
 Give the employee an opportunity to respond.
 Before delivering the verbal reprimand, state, 

“This is a verbal reprimand.”
 Document it by creating a memo to  your  

supervisor personnel file on the employee.
 Place a copy of your verbal reprimand in the 

department’s central personnel file on the 
employee.

 No record of it goes to E.R.



Written Reprimand

 Must be able to substantiate the charge
 Grievable
 Get the facts

 Allegation

 Investigate

 Talk to witnesses / co-workers

 Talk to employee

 County Attorney investigators

 Prepare the reprimand (HR/County Attorney)



Contents of Reprimand
 Factual basis for discipline
 What rule / expectation was violated
 History of discipline
 Conditions for continued employment

 “Don’t do it again”
 “Abide by Personnel Rules & Regulations”
 Directives:  “This is a work directive”

 Adjust work schedule
 Arrive / Depart email or check-in
 Performance Metrics

 Violating a directive is insubordination



Suspensions

 Up to 30 days
 Proportional to violation
 Can have multiple suspensions before next step of 

discipline
 IF multiple suspensions would serve remedial 

purpose

 IF NOT move on to next step (demotion or 
discharge)



Demotions

 Rarely used, but an available option.
 Most often used with management-level 

employees who are clearly not suited to 
management



Performance 
Improvement Plans

 Not a prescribed level of discipline
 BUT

 Good way to re-establish “ground rules” or 
expectations

 Can be a good tool as a precursor to termination

 “Employee was told to do X, Y, and Z.  Employee 
didn’t do Z.  Case closed.”



“Last Chance” 
Agreements

 Also not prescribed by or in Personnel Rules
 But can be used as a final effort to correct 

behavior
 Can be used to get employees to waive 

grievance or other rights in return for “one last 
chance”



Termination
 Written document – “Notice of Intent to 

Discharge”
 Pre-termination due process rights

 Notice and Opportunity to be Heard (“pre-
termination hearing”)

 Period of unpaid administrative leave (5 days in 
Anoka County) before termination becomes “final”

 Opportunity for “resignation in lieu of termination”

 Post-termination rights
 5 days to grieve – check your local rules

 Lawsuit considerations
 Protected classes, whistleblowers, Due Process 

violation



Grievances

 Written Reprimand 
 Step I and Step II

 Suspension, Demotion, and Discharge
 Step I, Step II, and Personnel Board of Appeals



Veterans
 Can only be discharged for INCOMPETENCE or 

MISCONDUCT
 Right to a hearing
 Right to be paid until review panel issues a decision
 If employee prevails:

 Reinstatement

 Back pay

 Attorneys fees



Documenting 
Performance Problems

 If it’s a chronic problem like absenteeism or 
tardiness, keep a running chrono of each event, 
with times, excuses, etc.

 Keep all emails and documents that relate to the 
problem.

 In excessive unscheduled absence problems, 
check for a pattern.

 Stay on top of it; don’t let it slide.



Data Privacy

 Most data collected about employees is 
classified as “private.”

 If you get a call seeking private 
employment data or information you 
aren’t sure you can release, take a 
message and seek legal advice before 
responding. 



Employees have Right to 
See their Personnel Files

 When documenting an employee’s work 
performance, problems or issues, know that they 
can see your notes upon request.

 Make your notes factual. Express no opinions or 
recommendations.

 Share your opinions and recommendations with 
management staff verbally.



Responding to Request for 
Personnel Records

 Must be in writing.
 Work with H.R. or County Attorney’s Office on it. 

Private data will need to be redacted.
 Give it immediate attention – employer is required 

to respond within seven working days.



How could we get sued?
 Failure to hire
 Hostile work 

environment
 Discrimination
 Whistleblower claims
 Due process violations
 Defamation

 Job references

 Self-publicized 
defamation

 Breach of contract
 Wait, what contract???

 Wage and Hour claims
 Veterans Preference
 USERRA
 First Amendment claims
 Data privacy violations



Giving a reference:

 If the employee is a good employee, give a good 
reference.

 Never disclose private employment data.
 If asked whether you would rehire, answer 

honestly; it’s an opinion.
 If you get a release for data or a questionnaire, 

send it to County Attorney for review before 
releasing data.



Chronos

 Document the problems as you would document 
a case file.

 Keep a running chrono.
 If you give the employee directives or discuss 

expectations, put them in writing and give memo 
to employee.

 The same applies to problems with abuse of FMLA 
intermittent leave or County policy.



What should you do if a 
prospective employer asks for a 
reference on a bad employee?

 Refer to H.R.; or
 Get a legal opinion on the data classification. If 

the employee resigned in lieu of discharge, tell 
the prospective employer that you cannot 
provide information unless you have a release or 
a court order.

 If you have any question about what you can or 
can’t say, seek legal counsel before answering.



Problem Employees: When 
should you seek help from 
HR or County Attorney?

 When the problems appear during probation –
preferably during the first five months – the earlier 
the better.

 When there’s a sexual harassment complaint or 
you observe possible sexual harassment.

 When there is a need for medical or 
psychological information on an employee.



When to Seek Legal Counsel:
Part II

 When something “blows up” without warning.
 When you get the feeling that a problem is 

chronic.
 When there is a leave issue.
 When an employee says or hints that her 

problems are a result of discrimination.
 When it appears the employee has engaged in 

misconduct.



When to Seek Legal Counsel: 
Part III

 Whenever something doesn’t “smell” right and 
you want to find out what’s going on.

 Whenever you think there may be a violation of 
the email or Internet policy.

 Whenever you learn that an employee was 
arrested for or committed a driving or criminal 
violation that may affect her ability to do her job.



When to Seek Legal Counsel:
Part IV

 Whenever there is reason to believe there has 
been theft within your department.

 Whenever you get an anonymous letter or phone 
call making allegations of impropriety by an 
employee.

 Whenever staff feels endangered by the behavior 
of someone in the workplace.



When to Seek Legal Counsel:
Part V

 Whenever you are considering a suspension, 
demotion or discharge, including the discharge of 
a temporary employee.

 When an employee threatens litigation or you get 
the feeling a lawsuit or Human Rights/EEOC 
complaint may be filed.



When to Seek Legal Counsel:
Part VI

 Whenever you have a question about overtime or 
schedules.

 Whenever you have an ADA issue, including 
when you have questions about a requested 
accommodation.



Most Important Tips:

 The Attorney’s Office is available to help you 
through difficult and everyday employee 
problems.

 We want to help you as early in the process as we 
can. 

 We’re in-house counsel. Take advantage of it.
 Don’t be afraid of asking a “dumb” question.



Other Issues

 Off-duty behavior
 Does it impact job (conviction) or reflect negatively 

on the County

 Social Networking
 Talking about confidential work issues

 “Bashing” the County / supervisor / co-workers

 First Amendment considerations
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